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• Human rights ≠ barrier to effec$ve policy.

• Actually ensure coherent, targeted and 

evidenced policy outcomes.

• About ensuring a measure is legitimate, 

effective and proportionate.

Take Away Message
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• The Commission promotes rights + welfare 

� handles complaints (health services, disability, 

community services, discrimination)

� raises awareness of rights + responsibilities of 

service users and encourages improvements

� advice on human rights obligations

� advocacy for children, young 

people + vulnerable adults

� supports victims of crime

Role of HRC
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Activity 1: 

Human Rights Squares
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Name a 

human right

Name a country where 

the human rights situation 

recently has improved



• ‘Human rights’ 

not always well 

understood 

• Rarely preclude 

particular outcomes 

(cf. absolute rights)

• Instead prioritises transparency + accountability 

to avoid excessive impacts of laws on individuals. 

• Assists us to confidently challenge people who 

cite ‘human rights’ as an excuse for requiring or 

prohibiting a particular action or decision.



THE HUMAN RIGHTS ACT 
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• ... are human rights?

o Inherent – because we are human

o Universal – everyone has them

o Indivisible – no hierarchy, all support each other

• ... do they mean for Governments?

o To respect – refrain from interferences

o To protect – prevent abuses by others

o To fulfil – positive measures to realise rights

What…?
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• …did the ACT introduce a bill of rights?

� To bring rights home to the ACT (as rights were 

not comprehensively protected prior to the HRA)

• …have local human rights protections? 

� Ensure laws do not unjustifiably 

encroach on our human rights

� Increase accountability + 

transparency in government

� Provide local remedies for rights 

concerns

Why…?
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Section Description

8(1) Right to recognition as person

8(2)-(3) Right to enjoy rights without 

distinction + equality before law

9(1) Right to life

10 Protection from torture and 

cruel, inhuman or degrading 

treatment etc.

11(1) Protection of family

11(2) Protection of children

12 Privacy and reputation

13 Freedom of movement

14(1) Freedom of thought, conscience 

and religion

14(2) No coercion to limit religious 

freedom

15(1) Peaceful assembly

15(2) Freedom of association

16(1) Right to hold opinions

16(2) Freedom of expression

17 Taking part in public life

Section Description

18(1)-(7) Right to liberty and security of person

18(8) No imprisonment for contractual 

obligations

19 Humane treatment while deprived of 

liberty

20 Children in the criminal process

21 Fair trial

22(1) Rights in criminal proceedings

22(2) Minimum guarantees for those 

charged

22(3) Rights of child charged

22(4) Right of review

23 Compensation for wrongful 

conviction

24 Right not to be tried or punished 

more than once

25 Retrospective criminal laws

26 Freedom from forced work

27A Right to education

27(1) Rights of minorities

27(2) Cultural rights of Aboriginal and 

Torres Strait Islander peoples



• …has human rights?  Individuals (s 6)

� …as groups? Sometimes 

(e.g. unions, associations, 

worship, cultural rights)

• …doesn’t have human rights?  Corporations, 

pets, trees, signs etc.

� Cf. respecting such objects 

may uphold rights (e.g. scarred trees).

Who…?
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• …does the HRA 

apply?  ACT (+ JBT?)

Where…?
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• …do the rights in 

the HRA come 

from?   ICCPR / ICESCR 
(note Sch 1 / s 31)



• …can rights be limited?

� s 28(1): “Reasonable limits set by laws that can 

be demonstrably justified in a free and 

democratic society.”

• …are rights absolute?  Certain rights only

� E.g. right to have opinion, torture, slavery etc.

• …are limitations reasonable?

� s 28(2) � Legitimate aim? Rational connection? 

Proportionate?

When…?
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• …then do we assess compatibility? 

i. Allowed under legislation (lawful)?

ii. Reasonable limits, demonstrably 

justifiable in free + democratic society?

iii. Necessary, rational and proportionate?

- What is objective? Is it important?

- Measure likely to achieve objective?

- Any less restrictive ways or safeguards?

How…?
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• Imagine – a person is screaming hate speech 

at another person. When asked to cease, 

they claim their freedom of expression 

(s 16, HRA) has been breached.

What do you think?   Section 16 below:

(1) Everyone has the right to hold opinions without interference.

(2) Everyone has the right to freedom of expression. This right 

includes the freedom to seek, receive and impart information 

and ideas of all kinds, regardless of borders, whether orally, in 

writing or in print, by way of art, or in another way chosen by 

him or her.

Should rights be absolute?
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E.g. Reasonable limitation?
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• Section 28(2) – is the limit lawful and reasonable?

(a)  Nature of the right affected; Fundamental, 

but qualified

(b)  Importance of the purpose of the limitation; To protect 

others’ rights

(c) Nature and extent of the limitation; Request only

(d)  Relationship between limitation and purpose Might reduce 

harm to others

(e)  Any less restrictive means reasonably available 

to achieve the purpose

Music?

Earplugs?

Not reasonable



• …is the HRA enforced? � Dialogue model

� Govt. issues compatibility statements (s 37)

� ‘Public authority’ duties (s 40B):

- not act in a way that is incompatible 

- when making a decision, not fail to properly 

consider a relevant right.

� Complainants can apply directly to Supreme 

Court (s 40C).

How…?
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• ACT Government agencies must:

o act compatibly with human rights; and

o When making decisions, give proper 

consideration to relevant human rights.

Public authority duties
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Public Authorities
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Minister

Public employees Individual police 

officers when 

acting under 

territory laws



• About what we do / what we don’t.

- That we do not limit an absolute right.

- That other limitations are lawful, justified 

and proportionate to a legitimate aim.

• If credibly challenged, it’s for public 

authority to show their actions were 

reasonable per s 28(2).

Acting compatibly: 40B(1)(a)
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i. Understand in general terms which rights may be 

affected and how;

ii. Seriously consider the possible impact and 

implications for an affected person;

iii. Identify countervailing interests and obligations;

iv. Balance competing interests as part of written 

justification

(Castles v Secretary of the Department of Justice (2010) 28 VR 141)

Proper consideration: 40B(1)(b)
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• ACT Human Rights Commission - audits, 

considerations + intervention powers

• Inspector of Correctional Services

• ACT Auditor-General reports

• ACT Supreme Court - Direct 

right of action (s 40C):

o No damages but ‘any other 

relief the Court considers 

appropriate’

How is s 40B enforced?
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